Media and Communications
This is an opportunity for you to ask any questions to one of our students here at City,
University of London about the course or about PG life at the University.
Thanks for joining us this evening. We are joined by one of our students who is currently studying International
Communications and Development with us. So do get in touch with your questions about PG life here at City,
University of London.

Where will the lectures For the media and communications Ma be conducted ? l have heard that there are multiple
buildings.

The majority of the buildings are around Northampton Square which is the main campus I'd say. There are various
buildings that connect to each other.

Hi there! I have a pretty basic question: what is the schedule like (like what days of the week are class, how long each
class is, etc.)?

You typically would have 2 hours per week per class, whether it's all lecture time or part lecture time, part tutorial.

Depending on how many classes you take per semester, usually either 2 or 3, you will be on campus 2 to 3 days a week
for classes.

How has your experience at City been so far?

It's been pretty good ! I'm nearing the end of it, it was a one year full time programme so working on my thesis during
the summer. It's been a good experience, really enjoyed my professors and the different subjects l took.

Is there a particular aspect you would be interested in learning about?

l know that the semester begins at the end of September, will there be an event before for new students in order to
know more the school, places etc ?

l believe that the post grad degree starts towards the beginning of october and that the week before is dedicated to
new incoming students who want to get to know each other, there are different activities and talks/presentations on
how the uni works and useful things to know about the city. I believe its called City Week

And when do we get to pick our electives? I haven't received much communication about the program to be honest.

You get to define your electives within the first or within the 2 first weeks of each semester. if you are going in as a full
time student that would be 2 semesters of lectures.

You can sit in on as many intro classes as you want that may be of interest to you as an elective during the first week.
from then you decide which one you prefer.

Could you tell us a little about the clubs or societies at City?

Ok, this is something I am not super well aware of. I know that there is the Student Society and all sorts of sports
groups, and probably other activities. I have found that it tended to be something more that undergrads partook in,
but that may have just been my experience and not representative whatsoever. l couldn't say. I do know that there are
clubs to get involved in though

Thank you! How do you believe this program has helped you prepare for your future? Do you think it was beneficial?

Yeah, I do think it was beneficial. I chose things that I wanted to learn more about because I had some sort of certainty
regarding the sort of knowledge and skills that would serve me for whatever I wanted to do in the future (for once!)
and so taking the relevant courses has opened me up to the relevant references and skills and ways of thinking that
can allow me to go forward confidently. Does that make sense ?

I wanted to know a little about the course. Given that it has more theoretical aspects, and requires a lot of reading will
it be very difficult to cope up?

There are a lot of readings. It could get a bit heavy and there were always more texts to read than what was physically
possible. So it became more of a game of seeing how much you could get through, reading the titles that you felt most
interested in, and being aware of other references for further knowledge. One thing to say though is that different
professors have different approaches and some will say "yes, please read it all" whereas others might add extra for
general interest

Hi! Do they offer any graduate assistanceships?

I believe the university offers all sorts of internships and jobs but I believe it's more administrative work. I'm sure there
are different internship opportunities that get channeled through the university. I'm just not sure what the process is
like

I would really like to interact with my fellow classmates, is there anyway for me to get in touch with them? iv heard
many universities have Facebook groups for the courses.

Yep they tends to be a course page for each masters degree that gets created on facebook but it's a very organic
process, as in one person from the class might independently decide to do it and gradually people will search and find
it.

You could create one yourself if there's not one already created

How do you get hold of the study materials?

Every course will have a reading list for each week. All references should be at the library, either electronically that you
can access from home, through your account, or physically and you can borrow the books

How big is the program? How many people are in this particular masters?

